Gringo Times

Editorial

Is it true - are the United
States banning coconuts? No
they aren’t, at least not as far as
we know.
It looks like an apology is in
order. It seems last month our
lead story about Disney coming
to Puerto Plata wasn’t spoof
enough. We actually had a
number of people telephone us to
ask if it was true. Was it that
realistic? We don’t think so. It
was a spoof story, (gua-gua
simulation, live hotdogs, Lyon
King, cartoon shareholders,
stupid pictures, $300 entry
tickets, real pirates) come on
guys??
Maybe real news nowadays
is just too far fetched, and fake,
daft news is more believable?
As far as we know Disney
have no plans to open up in the
DR. Having said that, by the
apparent interest, maybe Disney
should consider opening a
Dominican
Disneyland.
So
Disney - if you’re reading this -

how about it?
And please don’t sue us.
We’re
all
just
homeless
hobgoblins making an honest
peso to pay for our dried snail
collections
and
butterfly
sandwiches.
On another entirely unrelated
matter - It’s been drawn to my
attention that a couple of people
don’t like the Gringo Times.
That’s ok - we can’t and never
will be able to please everybody.
But can I ask those people please don’t pick up a copy each
month. The stands run empty
well before the end of the month
now, so by picking up a copy of
something you don’t like, you’re
depriving somebody else of
hours of blissfully indulgent
pleasure.
Just
think
about
the
irreparable damage you are
inflicting
on
those
poor
unfortunate souls who drive
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hundreds, possible thousands of
miles accross the country, maybe
through
the
Jarabacoa
mountains, swim lakes and buy
185 pounds of bananas on the
way to collect their longed-for
copy of the Gringo Times.
You may have selfishly taken
away their one reason to live for
that month. Proud of yourself?
Actually, that only means an
extra two people will see the
Gringo Times. On second
thoughts - no problem - go ahead
and take one. Just make sure
you put it back afterwards!
On third thoughts, we’ll just
print more. The printing press
was giving me sly look the other
day. I’ll give it a thrashing this
month - we’ll print 6000!
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Italians Proud of
Ugly People

An Italian association,
Club dei Brutti is in the news
again
for
erecting
a
monument in honour of ugly
people, in the northern town of
Piobbico.
The monument, depicts an
unknown person looking at
their own reflection in the
mirror.
Telesforo Iacobelli, the
president of the Association
said, "The motto of our
association is that a person is
what he is and not what he

looks
like.
Hence
our
monument. It is not a
monument to a good looking
film star or dashing war hero,
but to a person who is just as
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Non-commercial classified ads except
real-estate are free. Commercial & realestate ads are 100 pesos for the first 15
words and 30 pesos per 5 words after.

“Why do dogs sniff other dog’s
bottoms to say hello, why don’t
they just bark in their face or
something?”

Larger ads are measured in column
inches. Each column is approx 4.5cm wide
(1.77inches). The smallest box ad is one
column wide by 1 inch tall. Discounts are
available for larger ads and for booking
multiple issues. If you wish to place a larger
ad, please ask for a copy of our current
ratecard.
If you wish your advert to appear on a
particular page, there is a positioning
surcharge. Otherwise no positioning
requests will be accepted.
At this time, we cannot guarantee the
date that the next issue will appear, so if
your advert is date specific, bear this in
www.gringo-times.com
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mind. We reserve the right to refuse to
publish any advert at our discretion.
All adverts must be prepaid in full.
Payment can be made by PayPal, cheque or
cash. For amounts over 1000 pesos, we can
arrange to collect the payment at the same
time as collecting your advert.
Smaller amounts can be paid online via
Paypal or credit card or directly to our
advert collection offices:
Puerto Plata, c/o Xmail, 12 de Julio #27,
Second Floor. Tel: 809-261-7013
or Sosua
c/o Banker Trust, Pedro Clisante #25,
Marina Plaza. Tel 809-571-4622
Distribution is a minimum of 5000
copies each month covering Cabarete to
Luperon, and the newspaper is available to
download for free from our website.
All advertisers now also get a free link
from our website to theirs.

“Garglidngway to see if your
is a goo
throat leaks.”

